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1960

1960 was an outstanding year, declared by all of 
the major Port houses. 

Now settled into glorious Vintage Port of the 
very highest quality.

A superb combination of lovely mature fruit with 
the elegance that only this length of time in 

bottle can give.



Prof Mike Payne FRS

• 1996 Maxwell Medal and Prize, awarded by the Institute of 
Physics

• 1998 Mott Lecture, awarded by the Institute of Physics.
• 1999 Citation Superstar of the U.K., awarded by the Institute 

for Scientific Information
• 2008 Elected Fellow of the Royal Society
• 2011 Elected Honorary Fellow of the Institute of Physics
• 2014 Swan Medal, awarded by the Institute of Physics



Prof Mike Payne FRS

• Michael Payne is an outstanding physicist whose work focuses on first principles 
total energy calculations. Michael’s computational techniques have revolutionised 
materials design and facilitated the industrial application of quantum mechanical 
simulations. He is responsible for the widespread adoption of the total energy 
pseudopotential technique and is the original author of the CASTEP code.

• He has developed robust, efficient minimisation techniques — critical for the 
‘black box’ implementation of pseudopotential calculations, making the 
methodology accessible to non-experts. Michael also contributed to the 
development of optimal, minimal scaling algorithms for the computationally 
intensive parts of the calculations.

• In addition, Michael was responsible for the implementation of codes on parallel 
computers, allowing the first fully optimised quantum mechanical calculations to 
be performed for systems containing hundreds of atoms.



To derive the matrix element for the inelastic tunnelling process and hence 
the magnitude of the weighting function we need to know the following: 

(i) the electron wavefunction in the barrier;
(ii) the phonon modes of the barrier;
(iii) the electron-phonon coupling. 



We use the results of Chelikowsky and Schluter (1977) obtained by a 
self-consistent pseudopotential calculation 













1) The gradient



1) The gradient

2) The band-by-band minimization



1) The gradient

2) The band-by-band minimization

3) The pre-conditioning



















From:   19512::ADV  "Dr A DeVita"  4-JUN-1992 00:06:33.78
To:  @[ADV.OHNOPLEASEDONT.EVIL_CHAPS.VERY_BADGUYS.UGLYPUNKS]
LARDYPIG
Subj:   dovunque tu sii



From:   19512::ADV  "Dr A DeVita"  4-JUN-1992 00:06:33.78
To:  @[ADV.OHNOPLEASEDONT.EVIL_CHAPS.VERY_BADGUYS.UGLYPUNKS]
LARDYPIG
Subj:   dovunque tu sii

allora, juju, guarda che ho beccato mike payne a london, che aveva un invited, e 
gli ho parlato di un mio amico obeso, e che puo' essere che gli serva in tempi brevi
un aiuto furbo da lui per stendere una domanda circostanziata per chiedere soldi
a entita' europofile per far phd a cambridge, e che sei genio e gli conviene. 

[…]

zio fa quel che puo', ciccionastro had better clarify, quel porcilante.



Date: Thu, 18 Jun 92 08:35:21 BST
From: MCP1@PHOENIX.CAMBRIDGE.AC.UK
To: marzari@tsmi19.sissa.it
Subject: EEC application
Message-ID: <A5DC3CDC0B74C060@UK.AC.CAMBRIDGE.PHOENIX>

Dear Nicola,

This is just to confirm that I have received your e-mail message which I am
about to read. I shall get on with the relevant pieces of the application as
immediately.

I very much hope that this application is successful and that you are able to
come and work here.

Yours, Mike Payne.



Date: Thu, 18 Jun 92 09:09:55 BST
From: MCP1@PHOENIX.CAMBRIDGE.AC.UK
To: marzari@tsmi19.sissa.it
Subject: EEC application 2
Message-ID: <A5DC449558050670@UK.AC.CAMBRIDGE.PHOENIX>

Dear Nicola,

I hope that a project initially focussed on the supermodulus effect would be acceptable to you […]

I am sure however that a continual exchange of e-mail will sort out most of the difficulties so please 
contact me whenever you come across any problems. I shall set a deadline of midday saturday to 
send you by e-mail all the things to be completed on the application forms. Independently I shall 
arrange for the sections to be written by the head of the host institution to be done here using the 
forms from the mail Sandro sends. Can I just confirm that you will send me everything apart 
from these so that I can put the whole application together, make copies, and send them off 
next week. They will be sent by express mail no later than friday next week to guarantee 
arrival in Brussels by the deadline.

If you see any problems with this please let me know, Mike.



Date: Fri, 26 Jun 92 20:25:56 BST
From: MCP1@PHOENIX.CAMBRIDGE.AC.UK
To: marzari@tsmi19.sissa.it
Subject: application
Message-ID: <A5E6EA9D5BBE6640@UK.AC.CAMBRIDGE.PHOENIX>

Dear Nicola,

Dont worry about the problems which as you say were out of your hands.
I am presently typing the whole thing onto the forms - the slight worry is that
I am not going to be able to get copies of your articles and I suppose that
something has to be done about your signature - I shall do my best although the
bigger problem is the lack of a home institution stamp - I guess we have to
hope that this is no great deal.

I better get back to the type writer - it is going to be a long night!

Mike.



From: MCP1@PHOENIX.CAMBRIDGE.AC.UK
To: marzari@tsmi19.sissa.it
CC: adv@VMSFE.RUTHERFORD.AC.UK
Subject: EEC
Message-ID: <A67467EED2C4A430@UK.AC.CAMBRIDGE.PHOENIX>

Dear Nicola and Sandro,

A fat envelope from the EEC has just arrived saying that we have got the
Bursary (actually it does not say that we have but gives every indication that
we get money by signing forms and returning them to Bruxelles!) So, Nicola,
should I go ahead and start sorting things out this end - if you wish to take up
the bursary here you shall have to make a formal application to become a g
graduate at the University and I should do a few things to smooth the way first
so let me know if we are definitely going ahead.



From: MCP1@PHOENIX.CAMBRIDGE.AC.UK
To: marzari@tsmi19.sissa.it
CC: adv@VMSFE.RUTHERFORD.AC.UK
Subject: EEC
Message-ID: <A67467EED2C4A430@UK.AC.CAMBRIDGE.PHOENIX>

Dear Nicola and Sandro,

A fat envelope from the EEC has just arrived saying that we have got the
Bursary (actually it does not say that we have but gives every indication that
we get money by signing forms and returning them to Bruxelles!) So, Nicola,
should I go ahead and start sorting things out this end - if you wish to take up
the bursary here you shall have to make a formal application to become a g
graduate at the University and I should do a few things to smooth the way first
so let me know if we are definitely going ahead.

Yippppeeeeeeee, I will have to become SLIGHTLY less critical of the EEC now!

Mike.



COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE IN THE EARLY ‘90s



INTERNET PORN IN THE EARLY ‘90s







Year 1991
5th Total Energy and Forces Meeting



Year 1991

• Quantum Monte Carlo studies of materials
• Dielectric response and quasiparticle energies in Ni
• Lattice dynamics and instabilities in high Tc

superconductors
• Localization in self-interaction corrected DFT
• Ab-initio calculations of free energies in real materials
• Polarization in ferroelectric BeO

5th Total Energy and Forces Meeting



From mcp1@phy.cam.ac.uk Thu Apr  4 06:17:13 1996
Date: Thu, 4 Apr 96 12:17 WET DST
From: mcp1@phy.cam.ac.uk (Mike Payne)
To: dhv@physics.rutgers.edu, marzari@physics.rutgers.edu
Subject: Thesis
Status: RO

Dear Nicola,
I gather that David is concerned that you finish the thesis and really wants everything 
done by 1st May. […]

If we are to meet the 1st May deadline you must immediately give BOGS the submission date -
I would suggest nothing later than 26th April - please copy this communication to me so I 
can hurry the process of appointing examiners. Then you and David should provisionally 
arrange the oral examination for 29th April - the other examiner to be chosen on the simple 
basis of who could make it that day. If reports are FAXED to me immediately after the viva I 
shall get the letter provisionally confirming the PhD to David on the 30th. Please please agree 
to this timetable. […]

Yours, Mike.








